NOTE: Chart not to scale.

DEPARTURE ROUTE DESCRIPTION

TAKEOFF RUNWAYS 10L/R: Climb heading 103° to 540, then direct to RIVRR, then on depicted route, thence . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 28L: Climb heading 283° to 540, then direct to PEGTY, then on depicted route, thence . . .

TAKEOFF RUNWAY 28R: Climb heading 283°, intercept course 268° to PEGTY, then on depicted route thence . . .

. . . via (Transition), maintain assigned altitude, expect filed altitude 10 minutes after departure.

EASON TRANSITION (MINNE5.EASON)
FAMUK TRANSITION (MINNE5.FAMUK)
HISKU TRANSITION (MINNE5.HISKU)